Ab Initio Investigation of Li and Na Migration in Guest-Free, Type I Clathrates
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ABSTRACT: Guest-free, type I clathrates with formula Tt₄₆ (Tt = Si, Ge, Sn) are comprised of open, cage-like frameworks with the potential for facile Li or Na conduction. Herein, ab initio density functional theory (DFT) is used to evaluate the ionic mobility of Li and Na through the clathrate crystal structures. The favorable Li and Na positions inside the clathrate structures are determined, and the migration pathways and barriers are evaluated using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method. The results show that it is energetically favorable for a Li atom to occupy the center position inside the small Tt₂₀ cages while preferring the off-center positions in the larger Tt₂₄ cages. The lowest Li migration barriers are found to be 0.35, 0.13 and 0.37 eV for Si₄₆, Ge₄₆ and Sn₄₆, respectively, with the dominant diffusion pathway along channels of Tt₂₄ cages connected by hexagonal faces. Li accessibility to the Si₂₀ cage in Si₄₆ appears to be restricted in the dilute regime due to a high energy barrier (2.0 eV) except for the case in which Li atoms are present in adjacent cages; this lowers the migration barrier to 0.77 eV via a mechanism where a Si-Si bond is temporarily broken. In contrast, Na atoms show preference for the cage centers and display higher migration barriers than Li. Overall, the Tt₂₄ channel sizes in the guest-free, type I clathrates are ideal for fast Li diffusion, while Na is too large to migrate effectively between cages. The energy landscape for Li inside the type I clathrates is uniquely different than that in diamond cubic structures, leading to significantly lower energy barriers for Li migration. These results suggest that open frameworks of intermetallic elements may enable facile Li migration and have potential use as Li-ion battery anodes.

1. INTRODUCTION

To meet the stringent power and energy density requirements for next-generation batteries, there has been considerable attention given to the search for materials with high ionic mobility, an important connection to the diffusion coefficient, which contributes to the rate capability of a battery electrode. The energy landscape of the migrating ion is a key factor in determining the ionic mobility in solid materials. In general, fast ion conductors are characterized by diffusing ions in a “frustrated” or flat energy landscape, where there is considerable disorder on the intercalant sites, leading to small kinetic barriers for transport.¹²

Intermetallic clathrates have cage structures that host guest atoms and exhibit interesting characteristics including superconductivity,¹³−²⁷ hydrogen storage,²⁸−²⁹ tunable optical properties,³⁰−³¹ and thermoelasticity.¹¹−¹² The origin of such properties is the unique interaction between the sp³-bonded host framework with the guest atoms and the defects associated with this structural type. Recently, there has been much interest in the mobility of ions within clathrates and the potential of this class of materials to be used as anodes in lithium-ion batteries.¹⁷−²⁶ However, further investigation is needed to identify the structural features of the unique cage framework that are suitable for ion conduction. Understanding the mobility of guest atoms within clathrates is relevant not only for battery insertion electrodes that rely on bulk ion diffusion but also for the synthesis of clathrates and other novel polymorphs (e.g., Si₁₃₆,³₂ Si₁₃₄,³³ Si₃₄H₆,³₄ Ge₁₃₆,¹₀,³₅ allo-Ge³⁴,³⁵ germanane³⁵), where removal of the alkali metal guests via thermal evaporation or oxidative deintercalation at the surface is a possible path to obtaining the desired structures.

Our group has thoroughly investigated the electrochemical reactions of Tetrel (Tt) clathrates with Li and found that type I clathrates based on Ba₉Tt₄₆ (Tt = Si, Ge) do not intercalate Li atoms, with the observed reactions mainly confined to the surface or occurring through bulk, electrochemically induced conversion processes to amorphous phases.²⁰,²⁵,²⁶ In our recent study on Ba₈Ge₄₃ clathrates, density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggested that it was energetically feasible for Li to occupy vacancies on the framework sites, but the migration energy barrier between them was found to be too high for room temperature lithiation due to the presence of Ba atoms in the cages.²⁶ If the Ba atom was absent, the calculated
migration barrier decreased dramatically, suggesting the need for guest atom vacancies to enable Li migration.

To further investigate the mobility of ions in clathrates, herein we use first-principles DFT methods to calculate the migration pathways of Li and Na in guest-free, type I clathrates Tt46 (Tt = Si, Ge, and Sn) and to explore how the energy barrier varies with the type of framework atom. The preferred Li and Na atom positions were calculated based on the Gibbs free energy change of reaction; the nudged elastic band (NEB) method was used to estimate migration barriers for different pathways within and between cages to evaluate the ionic mobility. We find that Li migration in guest-free, type I clathrates is accompanied by low energy barriers comparable to those in state-of-the-art Li-ion conductors, which suggests the possibility of facile Li migration through the clathrate frameworks. This is attributed to the destabilization of Li in the large Tt24 cages, since the lowest energy sites are not in the center of the cage cavity, resulting in considerable disorder. The energy barrier is dependent on the cage size, with Ge46 displaying the lowest Li migration barrier of 0.13 eV. For Na migration, the migration barriers are significantly higher between cages, suggesting limited Na mobility through the clathrate frameworks. These results will help guide researchers in the design and experimentation of clathrates and other open framework intermetallic compounds as potential anodes for Li- and Na-ion batteries.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The first-principles DFT calculations were performed to explore Li (Na) insertion and migration in guest-free type I clathrates using a similar manner as in our previous work.21,26 The calculations were carried out using the VASP code,36,37 the PBE functional,38 and projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials with a plane wave basis set.37 In the PAW potentials, the Si 3s and 3p, Ge 4p and 3d, Sn 5p and 4d, Li 1s and 2s, Na 3s and 2p, Mg 3s and 2p, and Ba 5s and 5p electrons were treated as valence electrons. The kinetic energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set was chosen to be 400 eV, and the reciprocal space was sampled with the Monkhorst pack meshes 3 × 3 × 3 centered at Γ. The cubic Tt46 unit cell (Pm̅3n space group) was used in all calculations. The convergence criteria for the electronic and ionic relaxations were set to be 0.01 and 0.1 meV, respectively. These criteria resulted in relaxed structures with residual forces below 0.03 eV/Å. The geometric optimization was performed in two steps. First, the unit cell volume was optimized without the constraint of the cubic symmetry. Then the relaxed lattice constant, taken from the relaxed volume, was used in a second step where only ionic relaxation was allowed under the cubic symmetry constraint. The crystal structures with the ionic positions of the second step are reported. The Gibbs free energy change of reaction (ΔG_r) and the average voltage were calculated as described previously.21,26 The formulas used for calculating the Gibbs free energy change

Figure 1. Crystal structures of type I clathrate Tt46. Orange atoms represent Tt framework atoms (Tt = Si, Ge, Sn). Olive-colored atoms represent the positions of the M guest atom (M = Li, Na) as it migrates through Tt atoms in the hexagonal and pentagonal faces between connected cages (indicated by red and blue atoms, respectively). (a) Polyhedral view, with the black polyhedra representing the tetrahexadecahedra (Tt24 cages) and the gray polyhedra representing the dodecahedra (Tt20 cages). (b) Ball-and-stick view of a Tt24 and Tt20 cage viewed down the [001]. (c) Polyhedral view with the three perpendicular channels of interconnected Tt24 cages (i.e., via connected hexagons) shaded in different colors.
and average voltage for insertion of Li in Tt46, for example, are shown in eqs 1 and 2, respectively

$$\Delta G_{r} = E(\text{Li}Tt_{46}) - E(\text{Li}) - E(Tt_{46})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$V(x) = -\frac{\Delta G_{r}}{x}, \hspace{0.5cm} x = \text{no. of Li}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E(\text{Li}Tt_{46})$ and $E(Tt_{46})$ are the total free energies for the clathrate systems with and without the Li atom and $E(\text{Li})$ is the energy per atom for Li metal. The calculated values for $E(\text{Li})$ are -1.904 and -1.311 eV/atom, respectively. A negative $\Delta G_{r}$, i.e., positive voltage represents a spontaneous reaction relative to Li (or Na) metal, suggesting the feasibility of lithiation (sodiation) in a half cell with Li (Na) metal as the counter electrode. The formation energies for the clathrate structures were obtained using the equations described in our previous work.21,26 The elemental energies for the clathrate structures were obtained using the equations shown in eqs 1 and 2, respectively larger hexakaidecahedra (Tt28) in which the Tt28 cages are described in our previous work.21,26 The elemental energies for the clathrate structures were obtained using the equations

$$\Delta \text{GE} = \Delta \text{Gi} - \Delta \text{Gr}$$

where $\Delta \text{Gi}$ and $\Delta \text{Gr}$ are the total free energies for the Tt46 structures and Tt46 unit cell, respectively. The Gibbs free energy change of reaction ($\Delta \text{Gi}$) and voltage were calculated after relaxation of the unit cell. Figure 1 shows the calculated results for the four Li sites representing the corresponding voltage change relative to the Tt46 unit cell. The Tt46 unit cell as described in our previous study.21 The Gibbs free energy change of reaction ($\Delta \text{Gi}$) and corresponding voltage were calculated after relaxation of the unit cell. Figure 2a shows the calculated results for the four Li sites representing positions of local minima in the three Tt46 structures: (1) the center of the Tt24 cage; (2) the center of the Tt20 cage; (3) the Tt24 cage, coordinated off of the (3) hexagonal face (Off Hex) or the (4) tetragonal face (Off Pent). The relaxed Li positions are shown in Figure 2b–d, where the [001] view of two Tt24 cages and one Tt20 cage is depicted. A negative Gibbs free energy change (positive voltage) indicates a favorable reaction with respect to Li metal, which is a useful metric for predicting whether materials can be electrochemically lithiated in a half-cell with Li metal.

The results show that when a Li atom is relaxed in the Tt24 cage center (position 1), $\Delta \text{Gi}$ is positive and increases when increasing the size of the framework atom (Figure 2a). On the synthesis of these empty type I clathrate structures; this is likely due to the distortion of the Tt atoms from the ideal tetrahedral configuration found in their bulk phases. This is supported by the positive formation energies in Table 1, indicating that these structures are metastable with respect to their lower energy, bulk analogues. The lattice constants match well with previous calculations21,41,42 and their experimental structures (e.g., $a = 10.197\text{ Å}$ for Na8Si46, $a = 10.686\text{ Å}$ for K8Ge44, and $a = 12.03\text{ Å}$ for K8Sn44).43–45

### Table 1. Formation Energy and Optimized Lattice Constants of the Guest-Free Tt46 (Tt = Si, Ge, Sn) Clathrate Structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Formation Energy (eV/atom)</th>
<th>Lattice Constant (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si46</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>10.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge46</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>10.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn46</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>12.380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1. Tt46 Structures. The type I clathrate structure crystallizes in the Pn3m space group and has a general formula of M8Tt46, where M is the guest atom hosted inside a framework of Tt (Tt = Si, Ge, and Sn) atoms.23 The structure is composed of two types of polyhedra, six Tt24 (tetraakidecahedra) and two Tt20 (dodecahedra), that host the guest atom, M (Figure 1a). The Tt24 cage is composed of 12 pentagonal and 2 hexagonal faces, while the Tt20 cage is composed of 12 pentagonal faces. This is highlighted in Figure 1a and 1b, where a hexagon and pentagon are colored in red and blue, respectively. The type I structure can be visualized as one-dimensional (1D) channels of Tt24 cages connected by shared hexagonal faces oriented in the three perpendicular directions, while the Tt20 cages fill the space between them. This is shown in Figure 1c, where two Tt24 in each perpendicular direction are shaded in different colors representing the three 1D channels. The related type II clathrate structure (Fd3m space group, general formula M8Tt136) is composed of 16 dodecahedral cages (Tt32) and 8 larger hexakaidecahedra (Tt32), in which the Tt32 cages are connected in a tetrahedral network via hexagonal faces.28 The formation energies and lattice constants of the calculated Tt46 structures are presented in Table 1. To our knowledge, there have been no reports on the phase pure content.
other hand, it is more favorable for Li to occupy the Tt24 cage center (position 2), as indicated by the lower ΔG values. This site also has similar energies regardless of the framework atom. On the basis of these results it appears that the size and the geometry/shape of the cage are important for the energetics of the Li insertion sites. The lower energy of the Li position at the Tt20 cage center compared to the Tt24 center can be attributed to the smaller cage volume and more symmetric cage geometry (since the Tt20 cage is made solely of pentagonal faces), which better accommodate the small Li atom. For Sn46, however, we find that Li will prefer an off-center position where it is coordinated by a pentagonal face in the Sn20 cage because of the larger cage sizes compared to Si46 and Ge46 (shown in Figure S1). Indeed, ΔGr = −0.181 eV for this off-centered position in the Sn20 cage, which is much lower than that for the Sn20 center position (ΔG = −1.6 meV) as well as the Off Pent position in the Sn24 cage. From this we can see that Li will still prefer an off-center position if the Tt20 cage is large enough.

Considering Li inside a Tt24 cage, the results show that for all three Tt46 compositions Li prefers to be coordinated off of a hexagonal (position 3, Off Hex) or pentagonal (position 4, Off Pent) face instead of occupying the Tt24 cage center. Due to the similar energies of these off-center positions, this suggests that Li inside a Tt24 cage will display positional disorder. The Li–Tt bond lengths and lattice parameters for the relaxed structures containing Li in each of the 4 positions are presented in Table S1. For the Off Hex and Off Pent positions for the three Tt46 compositions, the Li–Tt distance range was around 2.8–3.0 Å, suggesting that this is the energetically favored Li–Tt bond length. The most favorable Li site in both Ge46 and Sn46 is position 3 (Off Hex), where Li resides closer to the hexagonal face than the cage center (Figure 2c and 2d). In Sn46, the relaxed Off Hex Li position is very close to the center of the hexagonal face with a Li–Sn distance of 2.90 Å, meaning that the hexagon in Sn46 is large enough for Li to favorably reside near the center. For Si46, Li position 4 (Off Pent) is the most favorable site but the energy is only slightly lower (13 and 69 meV, respectively) to those for Li position 3 (Off Hex) and Li position 1 (Tt24 Cage center). As the size of the Tt24 cage increases from Si to Sn clathrates, not only does the cage center position become more unfavorable but also Li prefers to be coordinated near the hexagonal face instead of the pentagonal one, likely due to the increased amount of interaction with six Tt atoms compared to five. The ΔG values for the reaction of Li with Ge46 and Si46 are both slightly positive, suggesting that these reactions would not be favorable in a half cell with Li metal. A more detailed study investigating the energies of various compositions and considering the ordering of Li would be needed to estimate the exact reaction voltages.

3.3. Li Migration Pathways in Empty Type I Clathrates. Because each cage in the clathrate structure is composed of several different faces (pentagonal or hexagonal), the ionic mobility between cages is expected to be impacted by the geometry of these faces. If the initial position of M (M = Li, Na) is near the center of a cage it must traverse through either a hexagonal or a pentagonal face to reach an adjacent cage unless it goes through a Tt–Tt bond. These possible intercage pathways (presented via the atomic positions used in the NEB calculations) are illustrated in Figure 1a and 1b.

The NEB results to evaluate Li mobility within the clathrate structure are presented in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the NEB calculations for Li migration between two Tt24 cages through the interconnecting hexagonal face for Tt = Si and Ge (Tt = Sn is not included because the center of the hexagon is a local energy minimum in LiSn46 and thus not a saddle point in the Li migration pathway between Sn24 cages). The migration barriers for Li movement through the hexagonal face in Si46 and Ge46 are 0.35 and 0.09 eV, respectively. Previous estimates have suggested that ionic migration barriers should be, at most, in the range of 0.525–0.65 eV for materials to be effective as battery electrodes. The NEB results for Li movement between adjacent Tt20 and Tt24 cages through the interconnected pentagonal face are presented in Figure 3b, with a schematic of the Li pathway for Si46 in the inset (Figure S2 shows the analogous schematics for Ge46 and Sn46). Ge46 shows a very shallow local minimum at reaction coordinate 1, an indication of the flat energy landscape inside the Ge20 cage for Li. The energy barriers for Li moving through the
pentagonal face are 2.05, 1.28, and 0.54 eV for Tt = Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively. Previously, calculations performed on type II Si clathrates showed that the barrier for Li and Na migration through a pentagonal face is much higher than that through a hexagonal face. This is consistent with our findings in type I clathrates, despite the slightly different structures between type I and II clathrates.

The calculated results also indicate that Li intercage diffusion causes distortion of the Tt atoms bonded within the faces. When Li moves through the hexagonal face, the Tt atoms expand outward away from the Li as it passes through the center. A similar result is observed when Li moves through the pentagonal face, but the atoms are moved more significantly away from their initial positions due to the smaller initial area of the pentagon. This is illustrated in Figure 3c, which shows the increase in the area of the face (as a percentage of the initial area) at the highest energy image for Li migration through the hexagonal and pentagonal faces. There is more expansion of the hexagonal face for Si46 compared to Ge46 (5.9% vs 2.6%), demonstrating that the amount of expansion is related to the height of the migration barrier. The lower area expansion and transition state energy for Ge46 suggests that the larger starting size of the hexagon allows for Li transport with less structural perturbation, leading to a lower energy barrier. In contrast, the expansion of the pentagonal face is much higher, reaching almost 30% for Si. The higher energy barriers for Li migration through the pentagonal face can be rationalized by the much larger displacement of the surrounding Tt atoms and shorter Tt–Li lengths during migration. The Tt–Li bond lengths are presented in Table S2, and a schematic of the initial and transition states is shown in Figure S3. These data show that the shorter Tt–Li bond lengths at the transition state also correlate with the higher transition state energy. As the pentagon/hexagon expands to move away from the Li, the distortion of the surrounding framework from the tetrahedral configuration will also raise the energy. The saddle point will be pinned by these two competing mechanisms. From these results we see that the energy barrier decreases significantly when increasing the size of the framework atom for both types of intercage Li migration pathways. This can be explained by the longer Li–Tt bonds at the transition state, less structural perturbation, and the higher propensity for Ge and Sn to accommodate framework distortions away from the ideal tetrahedral structure. The results are similar to those found in another study that calculated the migration barriers for Li in diamond cubic Si, Ge and Sn, where the migration barrier was also found to decrease as the Tt atom size increased.

For the Ge and Sn frameworks, the most favorable position for Li insertion was found to be close to the hexagonal face (position 3 in Figure 2), far from the cage center position, which suggests that transport within a Tt24 cage should also be considered. Si46 is not included because the lowest energy position, the Off Pent position, is closer to the cage center. Figure 4a and 4b shows the NEB calculations for Li movement between two Off Hex positions in Ge46 and Sn46 via two pathways: through the center or along the cage side. The lower energy pathway involved Li migrating along the side of the cage to the local minimum position at the Off Pent side (position 4 in Figure 2) and then moving to the other Off Hex position on the other side of the Tt24 cage. The highest energy along this pathway was 0.13 eV for Ge and 0.37 eV for Sn. Movement through the cage center resulted in higher energy barriers (0.2 and 0.65 eV for Ge and Sn, respectively), demonstrating that Li prefers to stay near the cage side. In general, Li in the lower energy (i.e., off-centered) positions inside the Tt24 cage have a Tt–Li distance of around 2.8–3.0 Å (Table S1). When Li is at the center of the Tt24 cage in Ge46 and Sn46 clathrates, the Li–Tt distance increases to 3.60 and 4.17 Å, respectively. The latter bond length is much longer than the lower energy Li–Tt distances, which results in a higher energy barrier for intracage movement of Li within Sn46 through this pathway.

Previously, calculations by Tse et al. showed that Li diffusion between Si20 cages in the type II Si clathrate structure was affected by the presence of nearby Ba guest atoms. If Ba was in an adjacent cage (which would be a Si28 cage in type II clathrates), the lower energy pathway for Li migration between Si20 cages was to break a Si–Si bond rather than going through the center of the pentagonal face. To investigate the possibility of this type of cooperative Li migration in the type I clathrates, the NER calculation for Li migration between the Si20 and the Si24 cages was performed in Si46 with all Si24 cages filled with Li in the Off Pent positions (i.e., Li,Si46). The results (Figure 5a) show that when Li occupies the other Si24 cages, the migrating Li will break a Si–Si bond instead of migrating through the center of the pentagonal face, since the former process is accompanied by a much lower energy barrier (0.77 vs 2.0 eV).

Figure 5b and 5c shows crystal models of one Si20 cage and two Si24 cages at reaction coordinate 0 and at reaction coordinate 4 (the transition state). The Si atoms in black indicate the three pentagons that share the bond that becomes broken in the
transition state. The Si–Si bond originally has a bond length of 2.4 Å (Figure S5c), at the transition state, the Li atom (cyan) moves between the Si atoms and the Si distance increases to 5.0 Å, demonstrating that the Si–Si bond is replaced by Li–Si interactions. During Li migration from Si20 to Si24, the Li occupying the adjacent Si24 cage (blue atom) moves 1.13 Å closer to the broken bond from its original position. The possibility for two Li atoms to stabilize the transition state is similar to results by Zhao et al., showing that as more Li surround the Si atoms during lithiation of diamond-structured Si it becomes more favorable to break the Si–Si bonds in favor of Li–Si bonds.52 When repeating the calculation first reported by Tse et al.18 for the migration of Li between Si20 cages in type II clathrate LiBa3Si136 (Figure S4), we found that during the transition the Ba atom moves 0.57 Å toward the broken Si–Si bond as well. This NEB pathway is visualized in Movies S1 and S2. These results suggest that cooperative motion between electroactive ions or guest atoms can result in a unique diffusion mechanism for accessing the Tt24 cages of clathrates, namely, by breaking and reforming a Tt bond.

The overall Li diffusion pathways in the type I clathrate frameworks can thus be described as follows. For Li in empty Si46, the diffusion will be dominated by Li hopping between Si24 cages via hexagonal faces with a migration barrier of 0.35 eV. The high energy barrier (2.05 eV) for Li diffusion through pentagonal faces means that accessing the Si20 cage is unlikely in the dilute Li regime. If Li is already present in the other Si24 cages, the Si20 cages could be accessible to Li through a cooperative migration mechanism that involves Si bond breaking and results in a lower migration barrier of 0.77 eV. The Si24 cages will be preferentially occupied, and 1D diffusion can occur through the 3 perpendicular channels of Si24 cages connected by hexagonal faces. Ge46 shares a similar trend as Si46 where intercage migration through the hexagonal face has the lowest energy barrier of 0.09 eV. However, intracage migration in the Ge24 cage has a higher energy barrier of 0.13 eV. The 1.28 eV barrier for intercage migration through the pentagonal face to the Ge20 cage will restrict access in the dilute Li regime. For Sn46, the cage size becomes large enough that intracage migration in Sn46 is the major limiting factor with a migration barrier of 0.37 eV. Li occupation of the Sn20 cage is feasible in this case as well, with a migration barrier of 0.54 eV through the pentagonal face.

In summary, the Li diffusion in empty type I clathrates is predicted to be determined by movement between Tt24 cages via the hexagonal faces. As the cage size increases from Si46 to Sn46, Li prefers to be closer to the side of the cage and intracage diffusion begins to be a more important factor for the migration barriers. Ge46, with the lowest barrier of 0.13 eV, has a cage size that minimizes the intercage and intracage migration barriers, resulting in a flat energy landscape with regard to the possible Li positions. When the cage is smaller (e.g., Si46), intercage transport via the hexagonal face is limiting, and when the cage is larger (e.g., Sn46), intracage transport is limiting.

3.4. Na Positions and Migration Pathways in Empty Type I Clathrates. To find the most favorable Na positions in the empty type I clathrate structure, a treatment similar to the one used to study Li diffusion was applied by placing the Na in four positions: (1) Tt24 center, (2) Tt24 center, (3) Off Hex, and (4) Off Pent. The ΔG, for Tt46 with one Na is presented in Figure 6, with the associated crystal structures showing the position of Na after relaxation. Table S3 shows the Tt–Na bond lengths and lattice parameters of the relaxed structures.

For NaSi46, Na occupation is favorable inside both the Si20 and the Si24 cages as shown by the negative ΔG values calculated for the relaxed positions. When the initial positions are off-center of the hexagonal or pentagonal faces in the Si24 cage, the Na moves to the center after relaxation. Different from the Li case, Na prefers the center position of both Si24 and Si20 cages. This is consistent with well-documented experimental evidence that shows Na occupation in both cage center positions of Na8Si46 with low thermal displacement parameters,45,53,54 indicating low disorder on the Na site. For NaGe46 and NaSn46, the calculations indicate that it is also favorable for Na to occupy both cages, as shown by the negative ΔG values. Similar to the case for Si46, Na prefers the center of the Ge24 cage when relaxed from the initial Off Hex and Off Pent positions. The Off Pent site is the most favorable position for Na inside the Sn24 cage. This position is similar to the off-centered positions reported for K and Ba in Sn24 cages, where splitting in the anisotropic thermal displacement parameters...
parameters shows disorder in the directions parallel to the hexagonal faces.\(^{35,55}\) Despite the energetic favorability for occupation of Na in Ge\(_{46}\) and Sn\(_{46}\), to our knowledge, no Na-containing, type I Ge and Sn clathrates have been synthesized, although Na-containing, type II Ge clathrates have been prepared via thermal decomposition of Na\(_4\)Ge\(_{46}\).\(^{10}\) The negative $\Delta G$ values for all of the investigated Na positions in the Tt\(_{46}\) clathrates also suggest that the electrochemical sodiation of all compositions is energetically favorable if the kinetics allow it.

Next, the NEB calculations for Na migration between Tt\(_{24}\) cages through the hexagonal face and then from the Tt\(_{30}\) cage to the Tt\(_{24}\) cage are presented in Figure 7a and 7b. The migration barriers for Na through the hexagonal face (Figure 7a) for Si, Ge, and Sn are 2.42, 1.48, and 0.45 eV, respectively. Na migration in Sn\(_{46}\) is slightly different from that in Si\(_{46}\) and Ge\(_{46}\) as the initial (i.e., lowest energy position) is the Off Pent position (Na Position 4 in Figure 6d); a crystal model schematic of the NEB pathway is shown in the inset of Figure 7a. The local minimum at reaction coordinate 2 is an intracage transition from an Off Pent to Off Hex position within the Sn\(_{24}\) cage. Similar to the case of Li migration, Na is found to move through the center of the hexagonal face and forces the six Tt atoms to move away from the Na atom, resulting in an increase in the area of the hexagon of 15.6%, 15.1%, and 9.6% for Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively (Figure 7c). Compared to Li migration, the area expansion of the hexagonal face and the migration energies for Na migration are higher. This can be attributed to the larger size of Na and longer Tt–Na interaction distances, which is evident from the preference of Na for the Tt\(_{24}\) cage center. The Tt–Na distances for the hexagonal transition states are provided in Table S4. Initially,
the Na–Tt distances are 3.44–3.65 Å. At the transition state, the Na–Tt bond lengths decrease dramatically (i.e., 2.52 Å for the Si46 case), which correlates with the high migration barrier. Figure 7b shows the NEB results for Na migration between Tt20 and Tt24 cages. The migration barriers are 3.25, 2.76, and 2.22 eV for Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively. For Si46 and Ge46 when migrating from a Tt20 to Tt24 cage, Na will preferentially break a Tt bond instead of passing through the center of the pentagonal face. The increased asymmetry in the NEB minimum energy path in Figure 7b is a result of this Tt bond breaking. The reaction path is illustrated in Figure 7d, showing the crystal structures of reaction coordinate 0, 4, and 8 in the NEB calculation from two viewing directions. This Na migration path is also visualized in Movies S3 and S4. At the transition state, the Tt bond is broken as the Na migrates between the two Tt atoms. This mechanism is similar to that which was previously described for the Li case in Si46 (Figure S). However, no other guest or Na atom is needed in an adjacent Tt24 cage to allow the system to converge to this minimum energy path. This could be explained by considering the extremely unfavorable transition of Na moving through a Tt pentagonal face, which would likely cause large perturbation to the position of the Tt atoms and result in very short Na–Tt distances. This bond-breaking pathway is then favored by significantly perturbing two Tt atoms and stabilizing the broken bonds with the Na atom. For Sn46, the minimum energy path does not converge to this Na migration pathway, and instead, the Na passes through the pentagonal center. This is possibly because the Sn pentagon is large enough to sustain framework distortions while maintaining longer Sn–Na distances during the transition state. Since Na migration from Si30 cages is relevant for the thermal desodiation of Na2Si30 under vacuum, a synthetic approach to access guest-free type II clathrates, a calculation for Na diffusion from a Si30 to a Si34 cage was also performed to see if this bond-breaking phenomenon occurs. Figure S5 shows the NEB minimum energy path and crystal structures of this path; the results show that this Na migration pathway in the type II clathrate does indeed result in the breaking of a Si–Si bond but with a lower activation energy of 2.48 eV (vs 3.25 eV in type I Si46 clathrate). The NEB pathway for Na2Si316 is visualized in Movies S5 and S6. The implications and significance of these results will be described in section 4.2.

The overall diffusion pathways for Na in Tt46 frameworks can now be summarized. The lowest energy migration paths involve transport through the hexagonal face between Tt24 cages through the 1D channels. Accessing the Tt20 cages involves a higher energy transition state via a bond-breaking mechanism for Si46 and Ge46. For room-temperature diffusion, the energy barriers are too high in Si46 (2.42 eV) and Ge46 (1.48 eV) for any significant Na ionic mobility. On the other hand, for Sn46 the lower barrier of 0.45 eV could allow Na hopping between Sn46 cages. Overall, when compared to Li, Na has much lower mobility in guest-free, type I clathrate frameworks due to its larger atomic size and preference for longer bond distances to the Tt atoms.

A similar analysis for Mg guest atoms was also calculated, and the Gibbs free energy change of reaction values is shown in Figure S6. The ΔG, for all four positions were positive, with values above 0.5 eV for the three Tt compositions investigated, suggesting that these reactions are unfavorable. This is consistent with no known reports of clathrates containing Mg guest atoms.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Comparison of Li Migration in Clathrates vs Diamond Structure and Other Open Frameworks. The Li environment in guest-free, type I clathrates is distinctly unique to that in diamond-structured analogs. The tetrahedral “cavities” that are known to be the stable Li positions in the diamond structure are much smaller than the cavities in the clathrate cages and are more densely packed. The Li tetrahedral position allows for symmetric interaction with the four surrounding Tt atoms, resulting in a minimum in the energy landscape for the Li interstitial. Transport between these tetrahedral interstitial positions is through a hexagonal-like ring of Tt atoms which have Li migration barriers previously calculated as 0.62, 0.44, and 0.39 eV for Si, Ge, and Sn, respectively.

For the clathrates, Li can also traverse through a hexagonal ring between two Tt24 cages but with lower energy barriers of 0.35 and 0.09 eV for Si46 and Ge46 (Figure 3a), respectively. This difference can be attributed to the destabilization of the Li site energies inside the Tt24 cages. The Tt24 cages are too large for favorable Li–Tt interactions when Li is in the cage center, which results in Li preferring to be close to the cage side near one of the hexagonal or pentagonal faces. This site preference removes the favorable Li–Tt symmetric interaction from all sides (such as that in the tetrahedral position in the diamond structure) and frustrates the Li energy landscape when it occupies the Tt24 cage. This results in multiple Li positions with similar energies. In other words, the open framework structure of the clathrates smooths out the energy landscape for a Li intercalant by removing highly symmetric positions that act as low-energy minima. This has the effect of decreasing the relative difference between Li resting sites and the transition state, leading to lower energy barriers for Li migration through the hexagonal face (0.35 and 0.09 eV for Si46 and Ge46, respectively) compared to those seen in the diamond structures (0.62 and 0.44 eV for Si and Ge, respectively).

Among the Tt46 clathrates investigated here, the Ge46 clathrate displays the lowest Li migration energy barriers. The energy difference among the different Li positions in the Tt46 cage is low (~0.2 eV), and the hexagonal face is large enough to enable facile Li migration between Tt24 cages (0.09 eV barrier). This balance between the size of hexagonal face and the Tt24 cage leads to the lowest Li migration barrier among the compositions investigated here. This concept is summarized in Figure 8, where two adjoining Tt24 cages are

Figure 8. Scheme summarizing the relative energy barriers for Li intracage (red arrows) and intercage (black arrows) migration through two adjoining Tt24 cages (shown in cross-section) connected by a hexagonal face. As the cage size increases, the intracage barrier increases while the intercage barrier decreases.
labeled with the relative intracage (red arrows) and intercage (black arrows) migration barriers. When the cage size is smaller, as is the case of Si46, the highest energy position is the transition state at the center of the hexagonal face, which leads to a higher energy barrier for intercage diffusion (0.35 eV). When the cage is larger, as in the case of Sn46 unfavorable Tt−Li interactions at the cage center lead to a larger relative energy difference among the possible Li sites and a higher migration barrier for intracage diffusion (0.37 eV). Ge46 is the intermediate case between these two extremes, with relatively low barriers for both intracage and intercage migration. These results suggest that the size of the cage (and by extension, the channels through which the guest atoms diffuse) are the primary factors for determining the migration barriers and hence could potentially be tuned by creating alloys of these Tt46 compounds.

Recent theoretical studies investigating a new Si polymorph (Si136)31 with similar structural features as clathrates reported a low migration barrier of 0.14 eV for Li hopping and high room-temperature conductivity from ab initio molecular dynamics calculations.56,58 The Si136 structure is composed of channels of hexagonal-like rings in which Li is predicted to migrate, similar to the results found here. The calculated migration barriers for type I clathrates and Si136 are similar to those of Li on superionic conductors, which have activation barriers of around 0.2–0.3 eV,59 suggesting that Li migration would be facile. Hence, open, covalently bonded frameworks of Tt atoms appear to have promising ionic mobility for Li if there are no guest atoms present.

4.2. Comparison of Li and Na Migration in Clathrates. Compared to Li, Na intercalation appears to be severely limited by the fact that it is relatively difficult to squeeze the larger Na atom size through the hexagons and pentagons connecting adjacent clathrate cages. Except in the case of Sn46 the calculated Na migration barriers suggest that the diffusion of Na between cages would be limited. This is well supported by the experimental evidence that Na evaporation from Na3Si136 occurs in the temperature range of 370−450 °C under vacuum,6,30,45,56 indicating that the migration barriers for Na diffusion from the bulk to the surface are much higher than those that would enable significant room-temperature diffusion. The type I clathrate Na3Si136 does not exhibit Na loss via evaporation under similar conditions as Na3Si136, suggesting that Na migration in type I clathrates is even more limited. Effectively, the diffusion channels are too narrow to allow for facile Na migration. This is in contrast with Li, which has close to the ideal size (Tt−Li length of 2.8−3.0 Å) for migrating through hexagonal faces composed of Tt atoms. Only in Sn46 which has larger sized hexagons compared to Si46 and Ge46 can the Na atom diffuse with a migration barrier of 0.45 eV, pointing to the possibility of Na intercalation in guest-free Sn clathrates.

The unique bond-breaking migration mechanism for Na migration to and from the Tt20 cage highlights the highly unfavorable pathway of intercalants squeezing through the Tt pentagons. Unlike Li migration, the pentagonal transition state in the case of Na migration is obtained without cooperative motion and is likely due to the very high energy of the pentagonal pathway in comparison to breaking a Tt−Tt bond. This mechanism is particularly interesting for explaining the Na diffusion in type II Si clathrates, where it has been suggested that Na moves from the Si32 to the Si28 cages through a pentagonal face.50 As seen in Figure S6, when migrating from the Si32 to the Si28 cages, Na will cleave and reform a Si−Si bond instead of moving through the center of the pentagon face, which has an energy barrier of 2.48 eV. These results could help explain the diffusion mechanism of Na evaporation from type II Si clathrates during thermal treatment under vacuum.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, DFT calculations were used to evaluate the preferred insertion positions and migration pathways for Li and Na in guest-free, type I clathrate frameworks composed of Si, Ge, and Sn. Because of the size mismatch between Li and the Tt24 cages, Li prefers a more off-center position inside the Tt24 cage as the size of the cage increases in Si to Sn clathrates. In the smaller Tt20 cages, it is more energetically favorable for Li to be closer to the center position of the cage. The diffusion paths for Li in the structures is determined by the connectivity of the cages via hexagonal faces. The barrier for Li to migrate through a hexagonal face is much lower (0.35 eV for Si46) than diffusing through a pentagonal one (2.05 eV), meaning that Li hopping between Tt24 cages will dominate the Li migration. Li insertion into the Tt20 cage would be kinetically restricted due to the high migration barrier in the dilute regime. However, we find that a lower energy pathway characteristic of cooperative migration (barrier of 0.77 eV) is possible where the Li breaks a Si−Si bond at the transition state if Li atoms are present in adjacent cages. The cage size for Ge46 results in a flat energy landscape for the Li positions, leading to a lower barrier of 0.13 eV for migration, which is comparable to barriers in current superionic conductors. The low migration barriers for Li in the Tt46 structures suggest the possibility of Li insertion and thus possible applications for Li-ion batteries.

In contrast to the low migration barriers for Li there are high barriers for Na migration (2.5 eV for Si46) through the hexagonal face between Tt24 cages. This is attributed to the larger size of the Na atom and its longer Na−Tt bond distance (~3.5 Å) compared to the Li−Tt distances (~3.0 Å). Movement of Na to the Tt20 cage results in a similar bond-breaking mechanism as seen in the Li case but without the need for cooperative motion of another metal atom in the adjacent cage. This points to the unfavorability of Na moving through a Tt pentagon and the general sluggishness of Na migration. In the case of Sn46 the migration barrier through the hexagon is 0.45 eV, suggesting the feasibility of Na insertion into Sn clathrates. Although the ion mobility is high in some cases, the difficulty to synthesize guest-free, type I clathrates currently preclude experimental support of these results. However, the insights presented here are informative for understanding the synthesis of guest-free materials via chemical deintercalation routes and may be helpful for the design of novel synthetic methods for these open framework materials.
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